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Abstract 
Measuring human motion activity in real work condition is challenging as the environment is not 
controlled, while the worker should perform his/her task without perturbation. Since the early 2010’s 
affordable and easy-to-use depth cameras, such as the Microsoft Kinect system, have been applied 
for in-home entertainment for the general public. In this chapter, we evaluate such a system for the 
use in motion analysis in work conditions, and propose software algorithms to enhance the tracking 
accuracy. Firstly, we highlighted the high performance of the system when used under the 
recommended setup without occlusions. However, when the position/orientation of the sensor 
changes, occlusions may occur and the performance of the system may decrease, making it difficult 
to be used in real work conditions. Secondly, we propose a software algorithm to adapt the system to 
challenging conditions with occlusions to enhance the robustness and accuracy. Thirdly, we show that 
real work condition assessment using such an adapted system leads to similar results comparing with 
those performed manually by ergonomists. These results show that such adapted systems could be 
used to support the ergonomists work by providing them with reproducible and objective information 
about the human movement. It consequently saves ergonomists time and effort and allows them to 
focus on high-level analysis and actions. 
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Introduction 
The Objective evaluation of postures is a key factor when considering the demanding nature of work 
in the manufacturing industry. Several methods, such as the famous Rapid Upper-Limb Assessment 
(RULA) (McAtamney & Corlett, 1993) require collecting joint angles in order to compute scores that 
can help ergonomists to quantify potential pain caused by a posture at work. Although it is easy to be 
carries-out in real conditions, manual collection of the joint angles is a tedious task and the results 
may differ from one experimenter to another (Burdorf, Derksen, Naaktgeboren & Van Riel, 1992; 
Fagarasanu & Kumar, 2002). Measurement based on motion capture systems aims at providing 
relevant and reproducible data and facilitating such a process for ergonomists. However, most 
accurate systems, such as the opto-electronic devices, cannot be used easily in real working conditions 
with a cluttered environment. It is also problematic to stop the working process to install, calibrate 
and use such systems. Alternatives consist of using wearable devices, such as the Inertial 
Measurement Units (IMU), which are promising means to capture workers’ motion in cluttered 



environments such as workplaces (David, 2005; Li & Buckle, 1999). However, they require to place 
sensors on the body and generally need frequent calibrations to compensate measurement drift, 
leading to the potential perturbation of the working process in production lines. Hence, the ideal 
system should be markerless, with no calibration, providing reliable 3D data, and robust to cluttered 
environments. Video-based systems look promising but the current technology requires several 
cameras. Moreover, it requires heavy calibration to segment relevant data and to reconstruct the 3D 
position of feature points.  
In the early 2010’s, depth cameras have been widely used in video games for the general public 
audience. Their main advantage is the ability to capture 3D information without wearable 
sensors/markers nor calibration. However, they have been designed to work in indoor living rooms 
with open spaces. Machine learning (Shotton et al., 2011) is used to segment the depth images and 
estimate the 3D location of joint centers of a simplified skeleton. Hence, Microsoft Kinect and its 
competitors have been widely used in many application domains (far beyond video games) to capture 
the 3D motion of users. In particular, several works have been carried-out in medicine in order to 
support the rehabilitation of patients at home or in clinics (Bonnechère et al., 2014; Clark et al., 2012). 
These previous works demonstrate that Kinect could be used in clinics to evaluate rehabilitation 
protocols for the upper-limbs and could be adapted to analyse treadmill walking (Auvinet, Meunier & 
Multon 2012; Auvinet, Meunier & Multon, 2015; Galna et al., 2014).  
All these previous works used the Kinect in situations that are similar to those recommended by the 
provider, i.e. without occlusions, and the sensor is placed in front of the user with simple planar 
motion. The real working condition in the manufacturing industry are totally different, which may 
cause the system to fail to track the human body. In the next section, we propose to clarify to what 
extent Kinect can provide relevant information and its limits for joint motion capture. 
Several authors proposed methods to enhance the quality of MS Kinect data, especially in complex 
situations with occlusions and non-recommended use. We report an overview of these correction 
methods in the section “Correction of Kinect data”. We then focus on the use of such a system for the 
evaluation of postures at work to fill-in ergonomic grids, such as RULA. 
Recently, Microsoft decided to stop the development of the Kinect, but several alternatives exist, and 
the information reported in this chapter is also applicable to other systems based on depth cameras.  
 
The Validity of Kinect sensor for ergonomic assessment 
Several papers have been published about the accuracy of joint kinematics evaluation using depth 
images and tracking algorithms. For clinical gait analysis, a recent review paper (Springer & Yogev 
Seligmann, 2016) demonstrated good accuracy to measure spatiotemporal aspects of gait if specific 
methods (Auvinet et al., 2012) are developed, such as estimating relevant gait events or global clinical 
indexes, such as asymmetry indexes. However, they reported weak joint angles estimation, which is a 
limitation for many other applications.  
Mentiplay et al. (2018) reported variable reliability of the Kinect V2 in estimating trunk, hip and knee 
joint angles during squats and drop vertical jumps. It demonstrated good to excellent inter-session 
reliability but sometimes with poor reliability. For postural control, with low joint ranges and almost 
planar motions, even Kinect V1 seems to offer good inter-trial reliability and concurrent reliability with 
a reference motion capture system (Clark et al. 2012). Most of the previous works consider 
standardized situations, with the recommended sensor placement in front of the subject, and almost 
planar motions (Bonnechère et al., 2014; Kurillo, Chen, Bajcsy & Han, 2013). But it has been shown 
that the error is dependent on the performed postures (Xu & McGorry, 2015). 



In real work conditions, with cluttered environments, it seems difficult to place the sensor at the 
recommended place, and to limit the movement to almost planar ones. Ergonomic assessment should 
be performed on-site, with 3D complex movements. Previous works generally concluded 2cm mean 
error in the estimation of a joint center located on the upper-limbs. However, in complex and cluttered 
environments, this value may reach very high values, as suggested in previous works when partial 
occlusions occur. Dutta (2012) has shown that the depth image offers good reliability, which means 
that the main errors occur afterwards, when tracking a human body in these images.  
To better understand the actual accuracy and limitation of such a system, we carried out a 
comprehensive study based on manipulating virtual mannequins and virtual sensor placement, 
enabling us to tests more than 500.000 joint and sensor configurations (Plantard, Auvinet, Le Pierres 
& Multon, 2015). In this study, an anthropometric 3D mesh representing the surface of the human 
body is generated using MakeHuman1 software, and a skeleton is associated with the mesh to control 
its pose. The resulted mesh is then transmitted to the Microsoft Kinect pipelines to be processed as 
when using real depth images. It is then possible to compare joint angles estimated by this system to 
those actually used to deform the virtual human mesh. The virtual human pose was defined by three 
parameters: azimuth  
(0° to 110° with a 10° step), elevation (−45° to 45° with a 10° step), and depth (associated with the  
elbow flexion ranging from 0° to 110° with a 10° step). If the hand position is fixed, the elbow is still  
free to swivel about a circular arc whose normal vector is parallel to the axis from the shoulder to the 
hand. Hence, we have chosen to sample the swivel angle in three main values: 0°, 90°, and 135° which 
corresponds to the main kinds of grips one can see in industrial work. It produced 4752 various poses, 
combined with various sensor position/orientation around the character: azimuth (−50° to 50° with a 
10° step) and elevation (−50° to 50° with a 10° step). In these examples, natural auto-occlusions occur, 
and we demonstrated that it is the main reason why joint position estimation deviates from real 
values.  
Shoulder, elbow and wrist position estimation error were (0.019 ± 0.009 m), 0.018 ± 0.023 m and 
0.024 ± 0.038 m. Consequently, mean joint angles error was 4.5° ± 8.9° and 12.6° ± 17.2° for the 
shoulder and elbow respectively. However, peak error could reach more than 40°, which leads to very 
important errors when using ergonomic assessment grids such as RULA. All these peaks correspond 
to occlusions, which is a strong limitation for using such a device in real working condition. These 
errors can reach higher values (such as 56° and 41° for the shoulder and the elbow respectively) when 
the sensor was not placed at the recommended position. This is especially true when azimuth 
increases in both directions (sensor is placed more or less on the side of the subject), and less when 
elevation changes. An example of error estimation is given in Figure 1. Complete results can be found 
in (Plantard et al., 2015).  
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Figure 1: Accuracy of the Kinect measurement of the 135° swivel angle poses relative to azimuth and elevation pose 
parameters and with a zero elbow flexion (a) Error distribution of the shoulder (left), elbow (center) and wrist (right) joint 
positions estimated; (b) Error distribution of the shoulder (left) and elbow (right) joint angles calculated. Adapted from 
Plantard et al. (2015). 

As a conclusion, this comprehensive study reveals that joint position and angle estimation could be 
used in ergonomic assessment grid, such as RULA, but only if no occlusion occurs, and for the 
recommended sensor placement. As this is not the case in real working condition, where the sensor 
cannot be placed as recommended, and occlusion occurs, reconstruction of the joint angles have to 
be performed before conducting ergonomic studies.  
 
Correction of Kinect data 
The previous section shows that depth images contain relevant information (Dutta, 2012) but tracking 
the human joints introduces errors (Plantard et al., 2015). Hence, most Kinect data correction methods 
focused on tracking the human body in depth images. As the method implemented by Microsoft 
(Shotton et al., 2012) is based on machine learning, its accuracy mainly depends on the database of 
poses used to train the system. Hence, it does not actually consist in a tracking system in which 
patterns are recognized and tracked for each frame. Alternatives exist, such as the method developed 
by Wei, Zhang & Chai (2012), It has been extended to multi-Kinect recently (Shuai, Li, Guo, 
Prabhakaran & Chai, 2017): minimizing the fitting error between an ellipsoid-based skeleton and the 
input point cloud data captured by multiple depth cameras. However, such a method requires 
calibration consisting of aligning an ellipsoid skeleton to depth images, which might be complex in real 
work condition with only few times dedicated to the experiment.  
An alternative consists of using the proposed reconstructed skeleton (Shotton et al., 2012) as an input 
and try to filter or correct errors. Most of the previous works make use of pose priors modelled from 
a motion capture dataset. Unreliable body parts could be replaced using knowledge extracted from 
these pose priors aiming at retrieving more reliable poses. Regression-based approaches (Shen et al., 
2012; Shen et al., 2014; Shen, Lei, Zeng & Zhang, 2015) consists in learning a regression function 
mapping an initially estimated skeleton to a corrected one by considering the systematic bias existing 
in the estimation step. However as these methods deal with each joint independently, irregular 



corrected poses may occur. Moreover, the bias may not be totally systematic and cannot be 
approximated by linear statistical models.  
Another solution based on pose priors consists in searching in a database poses that are similar to the 
one observed with the Kinect. Hence, unreliable parts could be replaced by a relevant combination of 
these similar poses (Shum, Ho, Jiang, & Takagi, 2013; Ye, Wang, Yang, Ren, & Pollefeys, 2011). It 
ensures regular poses but does not guarantee that the resulting pose actually corresponds to the one 
performed by the subject. Indeed, it can only predict poses within the prerecorded pose space: if no 
pose with arms above the head is present in the database, it is not possible to correct unreliable arms’ 
positions this way. Moreover, as each frame is processed independently, similar poses are searched 
in the database without taking past information into account.  
Because we have no control over the experimental set-up in real working conditions, regression-based 
approaches seem difficult to apply: occlusions and noise may totally change from one situation to the 
other. We consequently proposed to adapt the search&replace approach in order to take continuity 
into account (Plantard, Shum & Multon, 2017). In previous works, continuity cannot be ensured 
because the optimization process used to select similar poses and to combine them restarts from 
scratch for each frame. Let us consider joint j estimated as reliable at frame T, and then becomes 
unreliable at frame T+dt. At frame T, previous methods will search for similar poses in which the 
configuration is similar for such a joint. It will then select and combine a set of similar poses/candidates 
based on this joint configuration. At frame T+dt, this joint is considered as unreliable, and is not used 
to select potential candidates any more. Consequently, selection may choose completely different 
candidates, leading to a discontinuity. Already considering candidates that were used at frame T would 
help to find only those that ensure continuity.  
To achieve this goal, we introduced a new data structure, named “Filtered Pose Graph” (FPG) to 
encode the space of possible poses/candidates. FPG consists of a graph in which edges are 
representative poses, and edges connect two of them is we consider that it would not lead to 
discontinuities. A representative pose is a pose that is sufficiently different from all the other poses 
already stored in the graph, so that it brings new information for future combination. Indeed, a 
database composed of several very similar poses would guide the composition process to the same 
type of results, without variability. For example, let us consider a database in which thousands of low 
position of the arms are captured and only one above the head. If the combination process is searching 
for 30 similar poses for a pose in which the arm is in the upper position, it will retrieve 29 in low 
positions and only one in a high position. It will have little chance to simulate a pose with arms up. To 
tackle this problem, we perform a two-steps process: 1) filter each clip to eliminate similar poses 
within a clip, and 2) filter the remaining poses in-between clips, to eliminate remaining similar poses 
that have been captured in several clips. 



Figure 2 depicts an example with 4 clips, in which red boxes are poses considered as not similar to the 
previous ones, within each clip, which corresponds to the first step. On the right of 

Figure 2, poses that are too similar to those selected in other clips are eliminated, corresponding the 
second step; the remaining poses are depicted as blue boxes. 
 

Figure 2: filtering the clips (Ex. 1 to 4) to eliminate too similar poses and build the Filtered Pose Graph. Left: Pruning 
similar poses within each clip (poses surrounded by squares are kept, remaining is eliminated). Right: Pruning similar 

resulting red nodes to eliminate too similar poses, and building edges between remaining nodes if the distance between 
them is below a threshold (no discontinuity). 

We then build a graph in which nodes are these poses (blue boxes) and edges are created if the 
distance between two nodes is below a given threshold, assuming that it is possible to transit between 
them without discontinuity. For more details, please refer to (Plantard et al., 2017).  
Selecting potential candidates in the Filtered Pose Graph based on the pose delivered by the Kinect 
involves defining a dedicated metric. This metric aims at comparing the input Kinect pose and all the 
potential candidates (Filtered Nodes) to find good candidates before reconstruction. 
During the pose correction process, the FPG is used to preselect a subspace of poses that are 
supposed to be in continuity with the previous pose. Let us consider a set of N nodes ST selected at 
frame T (depicted as red boxes in the FPG in the left part of   



Figure 3). To ensure continuity at frame T+dt, we preselect poses that are directly connected to 
those in ST (depicted as white circles in   



Figure 3). The number of poses in this preselection is greater than N, the fixed number of poses we 
wish to use for correction. We then evaluate each preselected pose to select the N best ones, i.e. 
best compromise between continuity for unreliable joints, and similarity with the current pose 
delivered by the Kinect for reliable joints. The N selected poses are depicted with green circles in  



Figure 3 and grouped in ST+dt. The process is repeated for each new frame.  
 
  



Figure 3: Candidate selection in the Filtered Pose Graph. Adapted from Plantard et al. (2017). Left: Filtered Pose Graph 
with selected nodes for the previous frame t-dt (squares) and all the connected nodes (blank circles) that can be 

candidates for the current frame t. Right: selection of the double circled nodes that best fit the current constraints at the 
frame I (rejected nodes are depicted with a cross). 

Using ST+dt, an optimization framework is used to search for the best combination to reconstruct the 
actual pose performed by the user. This is formulated as an energy minimization process with four 
energy terms: 1) similarity to reliable joints measured at frame T+dt by the Kinect, 2) ensure fixed 
bone length constraint, 3) style preservation compared to the closest neighbours in the database, and 
4) minimize discontinuity with the previously corrected pose at frame T. The resulting optimized pose 
if filtered using a physical model, as recommended in (Shum et al., 2013).  
Compared to a reference motion capture system, results demonstrated the relevance of such a 
correction process, especially when large errors occur. We evaluated the means, standard deviations 
(σ), min and max of the error between the reference (using a Vicon motion capture system) and the 
corrected Kinect joint positions in standardized scenarios with occlusions. With the correction, there 
were significantly fewer cases where the error was greater than or equal to 0.2m: 19.1+/-27.3% of 
error >0.2m for the Kinect alone, and 3.3+/-3.9% only after correction. Compared to other 
optimization-based correction approaches (Shum et al., 2013), our method also overperformed, 
supporting the hypothesis that the Filtered Pose Graph used to preselect pose candidates actually 
enhance the performance of the reconstruction method. We have also shown that the histogram of 
errors is significantly shifted on low values after correction compared to no-correction and previous 
works (Shum et al., 2013). 
 
Evaluation in real work conditions 

All the previous results have been carried-out in standardized laboratory condition. Even if occlusions have been 
introduced in this condition, real work condition is far more complex to deal with: bad sensor placement and significant 

increase of occlusions, due to the cluttered environment. Kinect has already been considered as a promising tool to 
evaluate ergonomics on-site, but only with simulated postures (Diego-Mas & Alcaide-Marzal, 2014), with very simple 

and inaccurate posture representation, and without any joint angles computation (Patrizi, Pennestrì & Valentini, 2015). 
Consequently, we carried-out a specific experiment in a real manufacturer (Faurecia 2car industry) with 7 male workers, 

                                                           
2 Faurecia: www.faurecia.com 



in 5 different workstations (shown in 

 

Figure 4).  
 

 

Figure 4: Illustration of the 5 workstations assessed, from the Kinect point of view. Adapted from (Plantard, Shum, Le 
Pierres & Multon, 2017). 

Finally, 22 motion capture sessions were performed in an assembly plant of car seats. The workers 
performed their routine work tasks, without any kind of perturbation: no wearable sensors, no 
calibration. We asked two ergonomists in Faurecia to carry-out a RULA assessment of these motions. 
The RULA scores computed using the corrected Kinect data were compared to those obtained by two 
human observers, similarly to previous works (Diego-Mas & Alcaide-Marzal, 2014). Instead of selecting 
the worst-case postures for RULA assessment as usual, the experts performed the RULA assessment 
with recorded Kinect colour sequences sampled at 0.2 Hz. A total of 300 different images were 
consequently assessed by the two experts. The experts independently assessed each body part 
required by the RULA method. The scores provided by the two experts may be slightly different due 
to inter-examiner variability. In such a case, the score returned by the method was assumed to be 
correct if it was in-between the results of the two experts. RMSE between the scores delivered by the 
experts and the method was calculated using the most different expert's score. We compared the 



RULA scores computed with Kinect data to those obtained by the experts. Po and the strength of 
agreement on a sample-to-sample basis as expressed by unweighted Cohen's kappa (k) were 
computed, as proposed by (Diego-Mas & Alcaide-Marzal, 2014). 
Results are reported in  

 RMSE (RULA 
Score) 

P0 Kappa (k) 

RULA Grand Score Right 0.59 0.73 0.60 

RULA Grand Score Left 0.57 0.74 0.61 

Score A Right (upper body) 0.67 0.71 0.55 

Score A Left (upper body) 0.56 0.77 0.66 

Score B (neck, trunk and legs) 0.84 0.62 0.46 

Table 1. The agreement found for the RULA grand scores remain higher than 70%. The kappa index 
showed a strength of agreement from moderate to substantial according to the scale of (Landis & 
Koch, 1977). 
  



 
 

 RMSE (RULA 
Score) 

P0 Kappa (k) 

RULA Grand Score Right 0.59 0.73 0.60 

RULA Grand Score Left 0.57 0.74 0.61 

Score A Right (upper body) 0.67 0.71 0.55 

Score A Left (upper body) 0.56 0.77 0.66 

Score B (neck, trunk and legs) 0.84 0.62 0.46 

Table 1: RMSE expressed in RULA score, P o and Cohen's kappa index, between RULA scores computed using the Kinect 
data and expert observations in real work conditions. Adapted from (Plantard, Shum, Le Pierres & Multon, 2017).  

The results showed substantial agreement: the method correctly assessed the RULA grand score 73% 
and 74% for the right and left body part respectively. However, the reference data was provided by 
experts' evaluations, where posture could be difficult to be correctly assessed with a unique 2D 
picture. Let us recall that ergonomic experts used to have this limited information to perform their 
assessment. Further investigation with more objective reference motion capture system would be 
required to accurately quantify the relevance of the system (Patrizi et al., 2015). More details are given 
in (Plantard, Shum, Le Pierres & Multon, 2017). 
As in previous studies (Dockrell et al., 2012), we also noticed inter-experts variability when assessing 
the same posture. In this work, our method estimated RULA scores within or very close to the range 
of values returned by the two experts. Involving more experts would lead to slightly increased 
variability, which would also lead to improved results with our method. Based on these results, we 
can conclude that the method could assist the ergonomists as another expert that could complement 
their observations at 30 Hz. Using such sampling compared to analysing sparse selected images offers 
many advantages: avoid subjective selection of key images, ensure reproducibility of the 
measurement, and provide new information such as the time spent above or with a given score, as 
shown in 



Figure 5. 
 

Figure 5: an example of the interface used to give feedback to the ergonomist, with 30Hz sampling RULA information. 
The left-upper part of the picture is an RGB image captured by the Kinect, leading to the reconstructed and corrected 
mannequin in the middle. The bottom is the continuous RULA score in colour bars depicting the RULA possible scores, 

from 1 to 7. 

Physical Modelling of Human Motion Data 
While the approach explained in the past sections can reconstruct human motion suffered from 
occlusion, it is based on a kinematics system with kinematics constraints and objective functions. In 
other words, the generated postures may or may not be physically correct. Artifacts such as 
inconsistent body part accelerations and overlapping of body parts may occur. In this section, we 
discuss approaches for further improving the posture reconstructed. 
Early research in this area focuses on implementing filters or constraints to improve the naturalness 
of human motion generated by simulation systems or captured from motion capture systems. 
Constraints based on the zero moment point can be effectively applied to model and improve 
locomotion such as walking and running (Shin, Kovar & Gleicher, 2003). Using the source motion as a 
reference, by applying such constraints, an optimization process can be used to synthesize the 
physically correct version of the motion. Momentum can be used when editing and synthesizing high 
dynamic full-body motion that involves large body movement (Abe, Lui & Popović, 2004). Combining 



kinematics and physical constraints result in high-quality human motion synthesis (Tak & Ko, 2005). 
The multi-level optimization that considers different optimization criteria in each level improve the 
optimization process and avoid over-constraining the optimization system (Gall, Rosenhahn, Brox & 
Seidel, 2010).  
Physically correct human motion can also be generated using a pure dynamic simulation approach. By 
optimizing for the physical parameters of a simple proportional-derivative (PD) controller, full body 
locomotion can be created (Yin, Loken & van de Panne, 2007; Shum, Komura, Shiratori & Takagi, 2010). 
Kinematic constraints such as the stepping location can be integrated in order to simulate more 
complex locomotion behaviour (Coros, Beaudoin, Yin & van de Panne, 2008). To simulate complicated 
movement that involves multiple points of contact with the floor such as rolling, a sample-based 
contact model is proposed to model the contact points in order to optimize for the dynamic movement 
(Liu et al., 2010). Since the optimization space is not smooth and optimization may easily get stuck, 
continuous optimization method can start with an easy version of the optimization problem and 
gradually increase the difficulty level is proposed (Yin, Coros, Beaudoin & van de Panne, 2008). On top 
of considering the skeletal dynamics, surface dynamics can be used to simulate the physically-correct 
deformable surface of a moving character (Liu, Yan & Guo, 2013). Due to the high dimensionality of 
the physical control problem, deep reinforcement learning is proposed to model the complex control 
space of the character movement (Naoya, Shum, Yang & Morishima, 2015; Peng, Abbeel, Levine & van 
de Panne, 2018). 
We also implement a physical simulation engine to further optimize the reconstructed human motion 
and ensure physical correctness of the motion, allowing higher quality visualization of the movement. 
Instead of using internal control torque such as (Yin, Loken & van de Panne, 2007; Coros, Beaudoin, 
Yin & van de Panne, 2008) that is more suitable for robotics controls, we propose to utilize external 
control torque that helps to simplify the physical system (Shum & Ho, 2012). This essentially means 
that the control torque does not come from the ground fiction but is given by the system. During each 
time step, the system employs a PD controller to trace the reconstructed posture. One particularly 
important design here is that we control each body joint using 3-dimensional control force and 1-
dimensional control torque. The forces are used to drag the body parts to the target location, while 
the torque is applied around the bone axis to control the orientation of the body part. We 
demonstrate that this setup can effectively resolve body parts penetration and inconsistent 
accelerations (Shum et al., 2013; Plantard, Shum & Multon, 2017). Such a system is applied as a post-
process for better posture visualization and understanding. 
 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, we have shown that cheap depth cameras are promising means to capture the motion 
of workers in real working conditions. It offers motion capture facilities without requiring the workers 
to wear sensors or markers, and to calibrate the system regularly. Hence, workers are free to work 
naturally in a real production condition, without any impact on productivity.  
However, it obviously has some limitations. Firstly, the field of view is limited and it cannot be used to 
follow a worker performing many displacements. Some works have proposed to use multiple depth 
cameras with a simple registration process to partly overcome this limitation (Auvinet et al., 2012). 
Secondly, as any video-based system, occlusions occur, leading to uncertainties in the measurements. 
We have shown that it is one of the major causes of errors. Several works have been proposed to 
overcome this limitation using data priors or new tracking approaches. However, these methods are 
limited when long occlusions occur. While it takes further research to formally resolve this, our 



proposed approach offers good results for many real cases. Thirdly, these systems cannot measure 
frequency and force adjustment classically used in assessment methods such as RULA. Fourthly, 
current pose estimation methods fail to measure the reliable motion of the head and the hands, which 
is key information in an ergonomic analysis. Further works are needed to enhance tracking or couple 
depth sensors with other devices.  
Microsoft has stopped the production of Kinect in 2017, but there exist many other solutions to use 
cheap depth cameras with software toolbox for tracking human body, such as ORRBEC3 ou Intel D4354. 
Hence, the research and exploitation of such a sensor in ergonomics remain very active and promising. 
As this sensor produces 30Hz measurements as other motion capture systems, it offers a cheap mean 
to explore real-time feedback to the user (Vignais et al., 2013) by using virtual reality or augmented 
reality. It opens new possibilities to train workers, and help to design industrial processes at the early 
stage of the design.  
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